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Chapter 2425

Shred asked Issac and Charlie to leave. Issac’s first thought was: “I don’t know young
master, would like to leave?”

“Besides, I don’t know if the young master will attack Shred directly? With the young
master’s ability, once the thundering order is issued, it is guaranteed that Shred will not
even have ashes!

“Even if the young master is unwilling to do it in front of so many people, wouldn’t it be
easy to solve this Shred with the magical powers of the young master in a different
way?”

So, he immediately looked at Charlie, planning to see what kind of decision Charlie
would make.

What he didn’t expect was that Charlie beckoned him directly and said, “Let’s go
quickly.”

After speaking, he turned and walked outside first.

Issac was stunned, only then recovered and hurried to catch up.

When the two of them left the yard of the Treasure Pavilion, Officer Ross hurriedly
greeted him and said gratefully: “Oh, Mr. Issac, thank you so much for this matter today!
I will arrange for someone to send you and this Mister back?”

Issac waved his hand and asked in a low voice, “Officer, can we two watch the fun
here?”



“Look at the fun?” Ross said hesitantly, “Mr. Issac, the current situation is very
dangerous! You know, Shred, that guy has a lot of explosives on his body! In case he
really wants to kill himself and detonate the explosives. Everyone around will suffer…”

Issac waved his hand: “It’s okay. I think this Shred has a strong desire to survive.
Otherwise, he won’t have to spend so much effort to get a Rolls Royce. Since he has a
strong desire to survive, then he is not afraid of his death?”

Ross thought for a while and said, “Okay, Mr. Issac, then I will trouble you two behind
us. I can take care of anything else.”

“Okay!” Issac hurriedly said, “Thank you, Mr. Ross, don’t worry, we will never cause you
any trouble!”

Ross hurriedly said, “That’s it, Mr. Issac, be careful. I’ll have a meeting with the leader
and touch on the plan!”

Issac also said politely: “Officer, hurry up if you have something to do, don’t worry about
us!”

Ross then quickly turned and left.

As soon as he left, Issac hurriedly asked Charlie next to him in a low voice: “Master,
what are you going to do? Just stay and watch?”

Charlie smiled slightly and said, “I want to see who is Shred’s target.”

“What then?” Issac hurriedly asked again, “If you know who his target is, what are your
plans next?”

Charlie shook his head: “I don’t know now, just watch the changes.”

…

at the same time.

Inside the Treasure Pavilion.



Shred looked at the time and felt that it was almost time for the next step, so he took out
his phone and sent a text message. The content of the text message was very simple,
with only two words: “Goodbye.”

The other party quickly replied, and the content was also two words: “Good to go.”

This is the secret signal of Old Su’s confidant who has made an appointment with
Shred.

Once the opponent is ready to go, it means that they are ready and Shred can set off.


